Abstract: Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis is a progressive and fatal fibrotic lung disease which has seen new opportunity for drug treatment in the last several years with the approval of nintedanib and pirfenidone, two antifibrotic agents aimed at slowing decline in lung function as defined by FVC on pulmonary function testing. Despite these promising effects, delays in drug initiation have been reported undermining the premise that earlier drug initiation may sustain lung function and prolong survival. This review explores obstacles to earlier treatment, inclusive of defining so-called early idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, difficulties in achieving a confident diagnosis in that setting, and uncertainties regarding drug-related benefits among specific patient subgroups such as those with no symptoms or advanced disease at presentation. Goals of therapy balanced with the burdens associated with antifibrotic drug therapy are negotiated on an individual basis. We review the evidence for and against earlier initiation of antifibrotic drug therapy along with its role in patient-centered outcomes.
Introduction
Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a progressive fibrotic lung disease associated with worsening lung function and commonly results in death over the course of several years. A pathologic pattern of usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) on lung biopsy, characteristic radiologic findings, and absence of an identifiable etiology support the diagnosis. 1, 2 A recent algorithmic estimate of disease prevalence based on insurance claims data suggested 58.7 cases per 100,000 persons, 3 while prevalence in patients ,65 years was 18.2 cases per 100,000 persons. 4 Though the disease characteristically progresses over time, rate of progression may vary among patients and sometimes abruptly worsen due to acute exacerbation. 5 Often-cited median survival from time of diagnosis ranges from 2.5 to 3.8 years. 1, 6 Historical treatments have ranged from corticosteroids and steroid-sparing agents such as azathioprine, to colchicine and N-acetylcysteine. The past decade and a half has seen multiple unsuccessful therapeutic trials, including the use of pulmonary vasodilators 7, 8 and even warfarin anticoagulation. 9 Percent predicted FVC was previously shown to be predictive of survival 10 and has been the main outcome measure of therapeutic trials and currently available therapy. 11, 12 This was until 2014 when two antifibrotic agents, aimed at slowing the rate of FVC% decline, were approved by the Food and Drug Administration for the treatment of IPF in the United States. the rate of FVC% decline over a 52-week study period. Patients involved in both studies had baseline pulmonary function test (PFT) results considered mild to moderate in terms of impairment (FVC% .50% with percent predicted diffusion capacity of the lungs for carbon monoxide [DLCO%] .30%). 13, 14 Commonly associated adverse effects include diarrhea and nausea with nintedanib, and nausea and rash with pirfenidone.
As both drugs demonstrated similar efficacy in slowing but not stopping disease progression, a theoretical advantage of initiating drug therapy earlier to preserve remaining lung function and perhaps improve survival appears reasonable. A recent survey of European physicians noted only 60% of confidently diagnosed IPF patients were being prescribed antifibrotic therapy, primarily due to a "watch and wait" approach taken by both clinicians and patients in the presence of mild or stable disease. 16 Pros-cons debates in the literature illustrate contentious issues of when and in whom antifibrotic therapy should be provided. [17] [18] [19] This article highlights current perspectives on potential obstacles to earlier drug initiation, and arguments for or against this therapeutic maneuver (see Figure 1) . Our focus will be on the antifibrotic medications, excluding a review of other interventions including antacid therapy or fundoplication, pulmonary vasodilators for those with pulmonary hypertension, and lung transplantation.
Defining "early" IPF
For the purposes of this discussion, earlier antifibrotic treatment in IPF may be thought of in two ways. The first refers to treatment of disease earlier in its natural course or evolution, while the second emphasizes earlier treatment relative to the time of diagnosis, no matter the severity of presentation. For the latter, starting therapy sooner after diagnosis may reflect less the severity of findings but more the balance of benefits 
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Obstacles to early treatment of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis vs harms. Treating so-called earlier stage disease instead may mean attempting to treat when diagnosis is not definitively established, or when disease progression or symptoms have not manifested.
As there is no widely accepted staging criteria for IPF, definitions of early disease remain nebulous and confounded by discrepancies between patient-reported symptom burden, severity of radiologic findings, and PFT. FVC% has been recognized as predictive of death in earlier, large, single-center cohort studies, 10, 20 and remains the primary end point for assessing therapeutic efficacy. 21 A recent multi-center review suggested up to 29% of IPF patients may have significant FVC decline (defined as .10%) in the first 6 months after diagnosis. 22 PFT criteria for inclusion in the international antifibrotic clinical trials required FVC% to be .50% and DLCO to be .30%. 13, 14 Applying such trial-specific PFT criteria for treatment of patients in the real world would mean precluding many from receiving therapy, which has been the focus of many posttrial subgroup analyses. It is also recognized that FVC% may not correlate with severity of symptom burden or radiologic disease pattern at diagnosis, 23 the former of which is often not well characterized in daily practice.
Radiologic staging based on computed tomography (CT) findings or patterns has also not been well established in IPF. While anecdotally, patients may proceed from so-called earlier or atypical (nondefinitive) UIP to more consistent or definite UIP CT patterns, systematic analysis of this progression is incomplete and may not reflect the extent to which radiologic severity affects survival or morbidity. Prior studies have suggested patients with "possible" UIP CT pattern at diagnosis have improved survival (suggesting perhaps less severe or "earlier" disease), 24, 25 while a recent study suggested no difference in long-term survival among various UIP CT pattern types. 26 Two studies have confirmed radiologic progression from "possible" or "inconsistent" UIP CT pattern to more "consistent UIP" in about third to half of patients. 26, 27 What is more interesting is the observation that relative pattern stability may be seen in some over many years of follow-up, making the supposition of so-called earlier radiologic disease based on the absence of honeycombing or more extensive fibrotic changes less reliable for delineating how long disease has been present. Delay in the recognition of IPF even when fibrosis is present was recently demonstrated in a large multicenter registry of IPF patients, with a quarter being diagnosed .13 months after an initial scan suggesting fibrotic disease. 28 The GAP Index (Gender, Age, and Physiology) is a prognostic prediction tool whose baseline criteria have been used to stage disease severity into three categories. 29 Stages I through III are associated with increasing mortality risk. A post-hoc analysis of clinical trial data by GAP staging recently demonstrated its possible role as a research end point. 30 It was suggested though that two of its main components, age and gender, which are not influenced by drug therapy, may confound results.
In summary, current staging based on PFT criteria may not completely take into account other measures of disease severity, or predict future disease course. The majority of clinical trials have continued to focus on PFT criteria as end points. 31 Criteria such as acute exacerbation or respiratoryrelated hospitalization have been recently considered as applicable and clinically salient. 32 Other measures that may be theoretically relevant for assessing disease severity include quantitative CT assessment, 33 6-minute walk distance, 34, 35 or patient-reported outcomes as assessed on solicited surveys. 36 A discussion of disease severity or staging in regards to timing of drug therapy remains challenging. So-called earlier disease is not yet well defined; therefore, treatment initiation may not be so much a matter of when, but in whom and by which parameters.
Getting the right diagnosis -equipoise in the diagnosis of early iPF
The current high cost of antifibrotic therapy and its related adverse effects support the need for an accurate diagnosis of IPF. Accurate diagnosis not only benefits and avoids harm in patients but justifies cost of drug therapy for payers. Antifibrotic therapy is currently approved only for IPF, with the treatment of other fibrotic interstitial lung diseases (ILDs) still undergoing trial investigation. The described clinical, radiologic, and pathologic patterns associated with IPF are not unique and may overlap with autoimmune or exposurerelated causes of fibrotic lung disease.
A significant proportion of IPF patients present without honeycombing on CT, which is believed to perhaps represent earlier stage disease. Such CT findings, though, may be difficult to distinguish from other fibrotic ILDs. Advances in radiologic characterization have reduced the need for surgical lung biopsy for diagnosing IPF, 37 particularly in those with older age and male gender. 38 There is a known radiologic overlap between IPF and idiopathic nonspecific interstitial pneumonia (NSIP), 25, 39 where the presence of honeycombing while pointing toward UIP may also be seen in up to 32% of pathologically confirmed NSIP. 40 Chronic hypersensitivity pneumonitis, which currently does not have widely accepted diagnostic criteria, 41, 42 may manifest overlapping pathologic 
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Moua and Ryu and radiologic findings with IPF. 43 Serologic findings associated with autoimmune or rheumatologic diseases are not uncommonly found in patients with IPF. 44, 45 A recent working group delineated more standardized criteria for ILD presenting with autoimmune features ("interstitial pneumonia with autoimmune features"), 46 though the presence of UIP among these patients either radiologically or pathologically portended similar outcomes to IPF, 47, 48 suggesting such patients may simply represent atypical IPF more than true autoimmune-related disease.
Recent interest in IPF patients presenting without honeycombing has led to the identification of additional findings to support a reliable IPF diagnosis in those with nondefinitive radiologic findings and no lung biopsy. Post-hoc analysis of a large clinical trial suggested the accurate diagnosis of IPF in the absence of radiologic honeycombing can be achieved in the presence of typical clinical presentation and demographics. 49 A prediction model involving high pretest suspicion of IPF also increased positive predictive value. 41 Surgical lung biopsy has been performed less in recent years, despite recent evidence that when performed in the appropriate clinical context, procedure-related mortality rate may be lower than feared. 50 The advancement of bronchoscopic cryobiopsy may allow for a less invasive approach to confirming UIP pathology, 51 such as in those patients with progressive ILD unresponsive to initial empiric antiinflammatory or immunosuppressant therapy. The role of bronchoscopic cryobiopsy in the evaluation of diffuse parenchymal lung disease needs further exploration. Finally, the gold standard of multidisciplinary discussion (MDD) to achieve accurate ILD diagnosis may not be widely available or feasible in busy clinical centers, particularly in nonacademic settings. Decline in surgical biopsy may in essence limit MDD to only the clinician and radiologist.
In summary, the absence of radiologic honeycombing in patients with fibrotic ILD may still represent IPF, though significant clinical and radiologic overlap occurs with other fibrotic ILDs, leading to uncertainty in the earlier initiation of antifibrotic therapy. A "watch and wait" approach is often taken under such circumstances to monitor for disease progression over time.
is iPF diagnosis alone indication for treatment? (when and who should be treated?)
While "early" IPF may be difficult to define and uncertainty is more common in "earlier" or atypically presenting disease, additional questions remain even after a confident diagnosis is made. Such questions may delay initiation of antifibrotic therapy and include the following: · Should patients with advanced disease or low FVC (,50%) be treated? · Should patients with normal or preserved lung function be treated? · Should asymptomatic patients (no matter the FVC severity) be treated? · Should patients with concomitant emphysema (combined pulmonary fibrosis and emphysema [CPFE]) be treated? Many reports have appeared in the literature over the past several years describing single or multi-center, real-world experiences in the treatment of IPF with antifibrotic agents, as well as non-peer reviewed conference abstracts attempting to address these issues. For the purposes of this discussion, we will include primarily peer-reviewed data (many conference abstracts did not result in peer-reviewed publications).
Should patients with advanced disease or low FvC (,50%) be treated?
Patients presenting with severely impaired pulmonary function are common in IPF and are often associated with substantial symptom burden and radiologic abnormalities. The major clinical trials published to date excluded patients with severe pulmonary impairment as characterized by FVC% ,50% or DLCO ,30%. This has led to post-hoc and subgroup analyses reviewing drug efficacy across the spectrum of disease severity as defined by pulmonary function results.
Efficacy in severe disease has not been prospectively assessed or reported in a systematic manner. While patients with FVC ,50% were excluded from the INPULSIS-R nintedanib trial, some were allowed access to drug therapy in the subsequent open label study INPULSIS-ON, which found a similar 48-week absolute decline in FVC (-62.3 mL) in such patients compared to those with FVC .50% (-87.9 mL). 52 Although these data suggest drug efficacy is similar in those with advanced or severe disease, care should be taken in noting the analysis included only 24 patients with severe disease. A single-center retrospective assessment of patients with FVC ,50% or DLCO ,30% treated with pirfenidone for at least 6 months noted a trend toward slower decline in FVC. 53 Such an effect on FVC decline was lost after treating for 1 year. Another series of 18 patients with advanced-stage disease (based on clinical and radiologic criteria) and relative decline in FVC% of 10% or more in the prior 6 months achieved prespecified FVC stability in 8 (44%) while on pirfenidone. 54 This particular study also highlighted the additional benefit of oral N-acetylcysteine in combination 
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Obstacles to early treatment of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis with pirfenidone for achieving FVC% stability and improved survival.
These reports would suggest response to therapy may be possible even in those with advanced disease. However, there may be reluctance to initiate therapy in such patients as the risk of additional burden related to adverse drug reactions and economic costs are judged to outweigh potential benefits in the presence of advanced lung disease and its associated manifestations.
Should patients with normal or preserved lung function be treated?
A "watch and wait" approach is often taken when patients present with normal or near-normal lung function, particularly if clinical and radiologic findings also reflect mild disease. Such patients may want to avoid unnecessary adverse drug effects. Unfortunately, disease progression may sometimes be abrupt or precipitous and unpredictable (acute exacerbation), leading to irreversible decline prior to drug initiation. For that reason, some clinicians may offer treatment for subclinical disease even when lung function is normal or only mildly affected.
More data for disease response in those with preserved lung function have become available compared to those presenting with advanced disease. Extended analysis of a Phase III pirfenidone trial results found better therapeutic effect in milder disease compared with those with moderate or severe disease. 55 In a pooled analysis of the ASCEND and CAPACITY trials as stratified by those with FVC% . or ,80% or GAP staging (I vs II/III), pirfenidone was found to have similar positive effects on end points of FVC% decline, 6-minute walk distance, and dyspnea scores, when compared with placebo. All groups, irrespective of baseline lung function, experienced disease progression at 12 months, though pirfenidone demonstrated similar efficacy in improving measured outcomes in these subgroups. Adverse events (AEs) were similar between those with or without preserved lung function. 30 Patients with more rapidly progressive disease (rapid progressors) as defined by rate of pretreatment FVC decline appeared to gain greater beneficial effect from pirfenidone within 6-12 months of drug initiation when compared with those with slower progression. 56 Such declines were not described as attributable to AE or other causes of rapid decline, suggesting pirfenidone may have an immediate observed effect in those with abrupt disease progression. Similarly, post-hoc analysis of the INPULSIS trials stratified by FVC . or ,90% found placebo and treated patients had a similar decline in FVC regardless of baseline lung function. 57 Additional post-hoc analysis of nintedanib effect in prespecified subgroups analyzed by age, sex, race, FVC (.70% or ,70%), smoking history, prior use of corticosteroids, and severity of quality of life, found no statistical difference in its effect among all subgroups. Treatment effect among those with FVC ,70% appeared more pronounced, perhaps supported by greater deterioration and worse quality of life in the placebo group. Such patients appeared to gain more in terms of their measurable effect than those with higher FVC. 58 Radiologic honeycombing or UIP CT pattern was also assessed recently in terms of response to antifibrotic therapy. In a post-hoc subgroup analysis of patients from INPULSIS with or without honeycombing, nintedanib demonstrated a similar efficacy in slowing FVC decline, suggesting radiologic severity (presumptively more severe in those with honeycombing) did not affect likelihood of treatment response. 59 Should asymptomatic patients (no matter the FvC severity) be treated?
The question of whether to treat asymptomatic patients with or without evidence of disease progression as measured by FVC or radiologic worsening is one of balancing the potential of future respiratory symptoms against immediate adverse drug reactions. Whether antifibrotics have a role in directly attenuating or improving respiratory symptoms remains dubious. In the ASCEND study, those on pirfenidone appeared to have statistically improved 6-minute walk distances compared with placebo, while there was no difference in measured symptom burden or quality of life assessments. 13 This lack of benefit for dyspnea or other quality of life measures was similarly found with nintedanib.
14 As FVC decline is slowed but not stopped or reversed with therapy, it should be clarified with patients that symptomatic improvement may not be achieved if functional limitations are already present. No studies have reported delay of symptom onset with drug therapy when initiated in asymptomatic patients. Indeed, the ability to tolerate adverse drug reactions in symptomatic or asymptomatic settings may influence long-term use of antifibrotic drugs and attenuate the possibility of any functional effect. Improving exercise tolerance and dyspnea with pulmonary rehabilitation may improve drug adherence, which has become the focus of future prospective investigations. 60 Should patients with concomitant emphysema (CPFe) be treated?
Emphysema is common in patients with IPF and, when extensive, is often recognized as CPFE, highlighted by upper lobe predominant emphysema and lower lobe fibrosis. 61 While CPFE has been reported in various clinical contexts, [62] [63] [64] it is often idiopathic in terms of etiology for the underlying fibrosis, and carries with it significant morbidity and mortality including an increased risk of pulmonary hypertension. The question of whether to pursue antifibrotic treatment for such patients is often encountered as radiologic findings may include honeycombing or reticulation with architectural distortions suggestive of a UIP pattern. Unfortunately, CPFE patients often have normal or near-normal spirometry and lung volumes with severely decreased DLCO. 65, 66 Under such circumstances, assessment of response to therapy may be less reliable when following FVC change as a therapeutic end point. For this reason, patients with radiologic emphysema were specifically excluded from the pirfenidone trials. Cottin et al recently analyzed serial PFTs in IPF patients with emphysema from a previous Phase III IPF trial and found emphysema involvement of 15% or more of the lung was associated with reduced FVC decline for the 48-week study period. 67 Whether that reduced FVC decline may, in part, be attributable to emphysema or represent response to antifibrotic therapy makes assessment of treatment response in IPF patients with emphysema challenging. Following alternative measures of disease progression such as scoring radiologic fibrosis or changes in DLCO or 6-minute walk distance in the context of CPFE may be reasonable, though unproven. A decision to treat fibrosis in this setting will likely depend on patient preference and the extent of emphysema, where predominantly fibrotic disease may justify therapy, particularly if there is documented progression. expectations for therapy: targeting symptoms, function, or survival?
Antifibrotic therapy may be delayed or simply not initiated if goals or outcomes of treatment do not align with the goals or expectations of patients. Clarifying realistic treatment outcomes and what is clinically and objectively expected is important for informed decision-making, and may become obstacles to treatment initiation or drug adherence if there is confusion or misunderstanding.
As respiratory symptoms in IPF often do not improve with antifibrotic therapy, sustaining lung function and improving survival may be emphasized as possible goals of therapy during treatment discussions. Recent follow-up data from INPULSIS-ON which assessed 430 continuing and 304 patients initiating nintedanib after a trial of placebo found clinical stability for a long term as well as reduced rate of FVC decline. Long-term therapy appeared to support relative maintenance of function up to 63 months with an acceptable safety profile. 68 While evidence of FVC improvement or stability has not been reported with pirfenidone, a recent post-hoc analysis of the INPULSIS-R and INPULSIS-ON trials found a quarter of treated trial participants had improved or unchanged FVC at 52 weeks, compared with 9% in the placebo group. 69 Whether this is drug effect or varied disease course in terms of improvement or stability from recent decline is unknown. Proposing actual functional improvement as an expectation with current antifibrotic therapy should probably be avoided given the weight of evidence against it.
Another benefit from antifibrotic therapy may be reduction in respiratory-related hospitalizations. Ley et al assessed pooled data of the three pirfenidone trials (CAPACITY I, II, and ASCEND) involving 1,247 treated patients and noted pirfenidone statistically reduced the risk of nonelective respiratory-related hospitalizations (7% vs 12%, HR of 0.52, P=0.001). All other causes of hospitalization were not reduced. Risk of death after hospitalization also appeared to be reduced with the use of pirfenidone, though this effect appeared lost or inconclusive after the study period. 70 Only one of the INPULSIS trials found statistically prolonged time to acute exacerbation, 71 as defined by local study investigators. Whether reduced hospitalizations for acute exacerbation offset the cost of drug therapy has not been formally assessed.
Mortality has not been a sufficiently powered study end point in recent clinical trials as background rates of death have traditionally been low during trial study periods, requiring larger study populations or a longer duration of study to assess. A post-hoc pooled analysis of the three multinational pirfenidone trials along with additional metaanalysis of two prior Japanese trials found improved survival for treatment-emergent all-cause and IPF-related mortality at 1 year, compared with placebo. 72 The natural course of future treatment will likely involve combination therapy, an approach commonly pursued in other chronic diseases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or diabetes. Safety and tolerance of combination therapy with nintedanib and pirfenidone was explored in a small, single-center trial recruiting patients with FVC .50% to assess a primary end point of combined gastrointestinal side effects. 73 Patients were treated for only 3 months, with those on combination therapy noting greater incidence of GI-related symptoms. An exploratory end point of FVC decline suggested more stable disease in the combined group compared with nintedanib alone (-13.3 vs -40.9, respectively). Another small Phase IV study highlighted the 
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Obstacles to early treatment of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis tolerability of combination therapy over a 24-week period, where only 2 out of 73 completing the study suffered serious treatment-related emergent AEs. 74 Larger trials powered toward assessing functional response are needed to determine synergistic or combined efficacy.
The cost of therapy: burden of adverse drug reactions as an obstacle to earlier treatment
Patients with mild functional limitation or related symptoms may find it difficult to initiate or maintain therapy due to frequent drug-related adverse effects. Long-term pirfenidone therapy was recently reviewed for safety outcomes from five clinical trials noting 37.6% had nausea, 28.1% had diarrhea, and 25% had rash, which were described as generally mild to moderate without severe sequelae. 75 Liver enzyme elevation (greater than three times upper limit of normal) was noted in only 3.1% and reversed with dose modification or discontinuation. Patients with total drug exposure as high as 9.9 years still appeared to tolerate pirfenidone therapy without clinical sequelae.
An international expert panel recently provided a review of the extent and challenges of pirfenidone-related adverse effects with specific recommendations for management. The most common causes of drug discontinuation were gastrointestinal upset and photosensitivity, with suggested recommendations of taking pirfenidone during or after meals, and avoiding sun exposure or wearing sunscreen along with protective clothing, respectively. 76 Frequency and severity of pirfenidone-related photosensitivity appears to diminish over time as reported in a large analysis of the pirfenidone trials. 77 Patients treated with nintedanib may experience a similar efficacy even at reduced doses as described recently in a subgroup analysis of the INPULSIS-ON trial. 78 Its most commonly reported adverse effects are nausea and diarrhea, the latter of which is usually manageable with the use of loperamide. Both nintedanib and pirfenidone can cause hepatic injury and require an initial phase of monthly monitoring of liver enzyme levels.
Conclusion
The antifibrotic drugs offer an opportunity to treat a progressive and commonly fatal lung disease, though obstacles to earlier drug initiation remain. Defining "early" IPF in terms of disease duration or evolution remains difficult. Commonly accepted parameters used in this designation include symptoms, PFT findings, and extent of radiologic involvement, though none alone are predictive of progression or outcome on an individual basis. Clinicoradiologic features associated with early IPF, such as nondefinitive UIP pattern on CT, may confound IPF diagnosis, as surgical lung biopsy is performed less and clinical overlap with other fibrotic ILDs is common. Once IPF diagnosis is established, additional concerns regarding the balance of drug efficacy vs drugrelated burdens in those with minimal or no symptoms, normal or near-normal pulmonary function, advanced or severe disease, or those with concomitant emphysema, may further delay initiation of antifibrotic drug therapy. Discussions regarding treatment-related adverse effects and goals of therapy are essential as disease progression is likely while respiratory symptoms tend not to improve.
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